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INTRODUCTION

In 1953, Watson and Crick (1) proposed a modal for DBA aa consist-

ing of a double-stranded helix comprised of two right-handed aingle helical

chains of nucleotides running in oppoaite directions . Thia model ia gener-

ally accepted today for the B form or bigh-numidity fora of DNA. The

double helix has a pitch of 34a with 10 realduea per turn in each chain*

Inside the helix, the bases are stacked 3.4* apart, almost perpendicular

to the fiber axis, and are specifically paired by hydrogen bonds. Adenine

on one chain with thymine on the other, and guanine on one chain with

cytosine on the other. The sequence of bases in one chain uniquely de-

termines the sequence of the other.

Simply heating the double-stranded DNA breaka the base pair hydrogen

bonds and partially or completely separatee it into two strands of "de-

natured" DNA. Denaturation refers to the disorganisation of the double-

helical or secondary structure of DNA. Heating a solution of native DNA

produces little change in physical properties such aa viscosity or ultra-

violet absorption until the denaturation temperature is reached. At this

temperature a decrease in viscosity and a 4<# increaae in ultraviolet

absorption occurs. The absorption increase takes place over a narrow

temperature range indicative of a cooperative transition. This transi-

tion is similar to melting, except that the absorption versus temperature

change is irreversible.

The extent of the role of the solvent on helix stability of DNA baa

not at present been well established. Numerous studies indicate that DNA

is more stable in aqueous solutions than is reasonable to expect in view

of high concentrations of the competitive hydrogen-bond acceptor and



donor water. It la believed that hydrogen-bonded base pairs in the

interior of the double helix provide eelectivity but only a fraction of

the stability of DMA. If in aqueous solutions hydrogen bonds supply only

a fraction of the stabilisation energy of the double-helical QUA struc-

ture, other explanations must be advanced for helix stabilization. Pos-

sibilities are electrostatic forces, van der Waala forces, and hydro-

phobic forces.

The purpose of this research is to study solvent effects on DMA

mainly through the use of nuclear magnetic resonance techniques.

Theory of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

An outline of hloch's macroscopic theory will be used to present

the theory for nuclear magnetic resonance. (2)

We investigate the behavior of a large number of nuclei contained

in a macroscopic sample of matter and acted upon by two external mag-

netic fields; a strong constant field and at right angles to it, a

comparatively weak radio-frequency field. Let the z. -direction be that

of the constant magnetic field with strength h© and the x-direction that

of the radio-frequency field with angular frequency w and amplitude 2Bi,

therefore the total external field vector JJ has the components:

hx 2H, cos u>t, Hy » end ttj %,

If we consider a nucleus of magnetic moment m in a magnetic field

H, the nuclear magnet experiences a torque (& x£), which must be equated

to the rate of change of angular momentum. Since the angular momentum

of the nucleus is ~» «• have 2 jjtf « M x n. (1)
* * dt

If now we consider an assembly of weakly interacting nuclear spins,



then the magnetisation vector M is the vector sun of the nuclear magnetic

moments in a unit volume* Summing (1) over unit volume, we get

2 = *U*fl, (2)

dt

which gives the change in orientation of the magnetisation vector due to

the presence of external fields alone*

These considerations are only qualitative however since we have

neglected effects due to atomic electrons and neighboring nuclei*

The Importance of atomic moments depends upon the substance under

consideration* There are many substances* water for example* where the

electron spine are paired off and their effect can therefore be justifi-

ably neglected* Many substances have permanent atomic moments and in

such eases these moments cannot be neglected} however, we shall not con-

sider substances with permanent atomic moments*

In order to understand the effects of neighboring nuclei* we must

consider nuclear relaxation* There are two types of relaxation* The

first* has to do with the establishment of thermal equilibrium between

an assemblage of nuclear magnets with different quantum numbers. This

is "longitudinal* relaxation, since it results in establishment of an

equilibrium value of the nuclear magnetization along the magnetic field

axis* An assemblage of nuclei in a very weak magnetic field, such as

the earth's magnetic field, will have essentially no net magnetisation

of the nuclei along the field axis* since only a few more of the nuclei

possess the spin quantum number (+V) as compared with those with the

value of (-4). When this assemblage is placed in a magnetic field and

relaxation takes place, there is an increase in the sample magnetization

along the field axis as more of the nuclei drop into the lower energy



state with magnetic quantum number of (+ir). The characteristic longi-

tudinal relaxation time is designated as Tj.

The property of magnetic nuclei which corresponds to precession

provides a means whereby energy may be transferred back and forth between

the nuclei and their surroundings and promotes longitudinal relaxation.

An important mechanism for relaxation of a group of nuclei at a non-

equilibrium spin temperature utilizes atomic and molecular thermal motions

as follows t If a magnetic nucleus is surrounded by others of its type

contained in atoms undergoing violent thermal motions, the thermal motions

of the nuclei produce random oscillatory magnetic fields which can haws

frequency components with frequencies equal to the precession frequencies

of the relaxing nuclei and can act as a rotating magnetic field vector

so as to permit the magnetic orientation energy to be converted to thermal

energy. The rate of relaxation by this mechanism depends on the tempera-

ture, the concentration of magnetic nuclei, and the viscosity of the

medium. Thermal motions of substances with unpaired electrons are

particularly effective in inducing thermal relaxation, and such para-

magnetic suOstanoes provide an effective means by which the " longitudinal"

relaxation time can be reduced.

Since "longitudinal" relaxation results in the establishment of

thermal equilibrium between an assemblage of nuclear magnets with dif-

ferent quantum numbers, there must be an exchange of energy between the

nuclei and their surroundings (or so-called lattice). "Longitudinal"

relaxation is sometimes called "spin-lattice" relaxation.

The other type of relaxation may be illustrated as follows) If we

consider a group of nuclei processing in phase about the axis of a



common magnetic field and if the nuclei were bunched close enough

together as to bo considered centered at the sane point, their aagnetle

vectors would be processing together like a tied-up bundle of sticks.

If we take the magnetic field axis to be the 2 -axis, the nuclei precess-

ing in phase at resonance produce a resultant rotating Magnetic vector

which has a component in the x-y plane. If by some process the nuclei

tend to lcse their phase coherence, their resultant vdll move toward the

Z -axis and the macroscopic components of magnetisation in the x-y plane

will go to zero. This type of relaxation is commonly referred to as

"transverse" relaxation, and its rate is expressed in terms of the

characteristic time T2.

There are several factors which contribute to transverse relaxation.

The homogeneity of the applied magnetic field will be extremely important

as an external factor. If the assemblage of nuclei under consideration

is in a nonhomogeneous field, the nuclei will not have identical preces-

sion frequencies, and if they start off in phase, they will soon get out

of phase because of their different precession rates. In liquids, with

low viscosity, the inhomogeneity of the applied magnetic field will gen-

erally be the most important factor determining T2.

For solids or viscous liquids, spin-spin interactions are important

contributors to T2. One type of spin-spin interaction occurs when two

identical nuclei exchange spin quantum numbers, one nucleus providing a

rotating field vector £°r the other. The exchange of spin quantum

numbers limits the time of maintenance of phase coherence for a group

of identical nuclei processing in phase and therefore decreases T2.

Another effect is due to each nuclear magnet being in a different magnetic

field. Each nuclear magnet finds Itself not only in the applied magnetic



field HQ , but also In a small local magnetic field H^oeal produced by

the neighboring nuclear magnets. Since the magnetic field, as seen

by each respective nucleus differs from nucleus to nucleus, there will

be a distribution of the frequencies about the Larmor precession fre-

quency, covering a range Aw, which is equal to tfH ocal* *n liquids

with low viscosity, the molecules tumble rapidly relative to the pre-

cession frequencies of their nuclei, the fluctuations in the local mag-

netic fields are effectively averaged to zero, therefore this factor

does not contribute to T2 in liquids with lev viscosity.

In the first part of the development of the theory, we considered

means by which the magnetisation vector could be reoriented because of

external fields. Now we must also consider the change in the magnetisa-

tion vector due to the interaction between neighboring nuclei. It will

be assumed that the change in the longitudinal component M E due to

interaction between neighboring nuclei is

(3)
dt T

x

and the change in the transverse components of the magnetization M

due to interaction between neighboring nuclei is given by

<*** M, d*y J4y

dt T2 dt T2

The total rate of change of M is obtained by adding the terms due to the

action of the external field to the terms due to action of neighboring

stoma, summing we get the Uloch equations



dt T2

Mra = *(^HX - iyi*> -S , and (5)

^ = *oyv - W -

If we replace the radio-frequency field, H^ s 2Hj_ eoe <*t, Hy s 0,

by the component which causes transitions between the energy levels of

the nucleii then, Hx « Hj eoe wt, % » +Hi sin u* t Hj- H .

Consider the projection of H. on the x-y plane, tfxy* Movement of

&xy so as to produce a change in My will cause a current to be induced

in a receiver coil mounted along the y-axis. If we consider Mgy to be

Bade up of two magnetic components u and v, one in phase with % and

one out of phase with H^, respectively, so that Mgy » u -»-iv. The

components u and v can be defined by the equations

t

u » Mx oos <*>t - My sin wt,

v » -(Mx sin k*t + ity coa uA.), (6)

These equations in combination with the Bloch equations give*

£ - -*V* - | • (7,

& * CVOu- 2 -*HXM*, and (8)
dt T2

— {HfHt) + *H1* » *»•«•• (9)
dt hfj



Equation (9) shows that the energy absorbed, by the nuclei through

in their magnetic quantum numbers with respect to H is a func-

tion of and not of u. Therefore one must measure v if one desires a

measure of the energy absorbed by the nuclei as a function of Hq at

constant H1#

If one assumes a steady-state condition, with Hq being held constant

and a steady signal being picked up in the receiver coil, such as occurs

when the magnetic field sweep is stopped on the side of or peak of a

reference signal, then Mgy has a constant length and rotates about the

~2l -axis at an angular frequency ^. The steady-state condition requires that,

Under these conditions

u = T2 (^-^) v,

y . Titz Hl *

l + ^^-^o)2
, and (u)

M •
1 + T22 (^ -^)2

1 + T
2
2 (^ -^2 + (tfHl )2 TlT2

Substituting the equation for M2 into that for v gives

u

l + V^-^ 4 (VH^T^
, and (12)

ni CV^te2 Mo
'

(i3)
1 f l^OV*)2 + («!)» TiT2
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The peak height of the v-mode signal ia,

1 + «Hi)2 T!T2 » (U >

which occurs when fc'o-"') • o •

The quantity v is a maximum when^H^TjTa s 1. At this power level,

the signal is twice as broad as it would be at very low power levels and

with further increase of %, it broadens still further and decreases in

amplitude. This phenomenon is called "saturation" • It may be thought

of as arising when the nuclei are depolarised by the action of the radio-

frequency field more rapidly than they can be repolarised through the

longitudinal relaxation process*

The integral of the v-oode with respect to the magnetic field

strength H is,

K Mo Hi

• r—

:

=rr »
(15)

\l f *2 H^TiTjj*

where K constant

Mo » Nuclear Magnetisation,

M « * H<, '

I * nuclear spin number,

N s number of nuclei in the volume of the receiver coil,

ja. • nuclear magnetic moment,

K Boltsmann'a constant,

and T » absolute temperature.
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If m assume a linear sweep of magnetic field at a rate r and inte-

grate the v-mode As. time, we obtain the rollowing expression for the area

under the absorption aode:

C Hi H

T r [l** 2^!^ , (16)

where o includes the various nuclear and instrumental constants, f is

the absolute temperature, Hx is the radio-frequency driving field, and the

expression In brackets shows the dependence upon relaxation times. Only

when the relaxation times are very short, or the radio-frequency power

level is very small, so that (SH^ T^^l, does the area become Inde-

pendent of the relaxation times for "slow passage" conditions. Experi-

mentally, in order to meet "slow passage" conditions, the time spent in

traversing the resonance must be comparable to or greater than the in-

verse of A^, where 4a/ is the half-amplitude line width in units of

angular frequency. The time rate of change of the scanning field oust

therefore decrease in proportion to the square of the line width observed.

To determine the effects of varying sweep rates, power levels, and

relaxation times, Williams (3) solved the v-mode integral using an elec-

tronic digital computer for a wide range of values of v H 2 and

dt

slow passage saturation parameter, ( ^H^T^. He assumed that the experi-

mentally observed transient oscillatory decay following rapid passage

through resonance is due to an oscillatory term which makes a negligible

contribution to the integral and is superimposed upon a non-oscillatory

term which is wjual to the slow passage result. This assumption is borne
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out fay the treatment of Jacobsohn and .iangsness U) and is proven by

experiment.

If we look at certain limiting conditions in determining the area

of the absorption mode, for (* H^jTa 1, the term [l + ( * Hj^jT^-fc

can be expanded in the form 1 - k ( * Hi FT1T2
+

, which suggests that

the excess population of polarized nuclei, N, producing resonance is

effectively reduced by an average percentage k ( * «! ^IjTg during passage

through resonance. If we regard the quantity ( tf B^J^ as the transition

probability per unit time for the nuclei and the quantity T^ as the tins

during which transitions are permitted to occur in order to meet the re-

quirements for slow passage. The product of these terms is a measure of

the reduction in the population during the time of observation.

For "rapid passagew through resonance, T^ can be modified by T ,

the actual time during which transitions are permitted to take place, or

the time spent in traversing the resonance, r s ~ , replacing the

dt

line width, AH, by the equivalent expression AH r ^mmmm , we obtain
ST2

upon substitution of t for Tj,

vdt I V
(17)

^H.2

I

This can be rewritten as,

vdt s ""^

dt

1 - *

r
^i 2

, for JL^<cl. (18)

fit
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#%*
We see from the above equation that for WJL<^ ( • the areas can

I
dt

be made independent of relaxation timee. Therefore it is not always x*o—~

sary to operate under "slow passage" conditions in order to have absorp-

tion areas independent of relaxation tioee of the various nuclei.

Field-dependent differences between magnetic resonance line positions

arise because the lines of force of the applied magnetic field tend to be

turned away from the nuclei by a dlaaagnetic shielding effect of the sur-

rounding electrons* These field-dependent differences are called "chemi-

cal shifts". The degree of dlsnsgsstlo shielding is directly propor-

tional to the applied field. The possibility of applying proton resonance

measurements for studying hydrogen bending in soleeules became apparent

following the observation by Arnold and A&ckard (5) that the position of

the proton signal of the OH groups in the alcohol spectrum vers temperature

and concentration dependent. Increase of temperature or increasing dilution

caused the signal to shift to high field. On forming a hydrogen bond, the

hydrogen of the OH group may be expected to experience a different electron

shielding from that in the free or non-associated state.

Rrevious Studies of DKA-Uater Mixtures Using MR Techniques

Although the area under the absorption curve for water is propor-

tional tc the number of water protons in the receiver coil, the protons

in ice absorb over a v*ry wide range of the magnetic field because of

variations in H
loca;j

and, consequently, in a water-ice mixture do not

contribute measurably to the area of the narrow water proton signal.

It is possible to use this technique for the detection of the postulated

ice-like domains of water in the presence of mmejwoleculea.
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Jacobson, Anderson, and Arnold (6) measured the ami under the

absorption curve* for SHMtetsr mixtures as coopered to the areas under

the absorption curves for water alone. They measured a decrease in

area for 1.6$ DHA as compared to water. They further suggested that a

considerable fraction of the water in such a solution is in a bound,

lattice-ordered (ice-like) form.

Balsas, Bothner-By, and Gerge3y (7) did further work on Ola-Utter

mixtures and found no area differences between BKA-Kater mixtures and

water itself. They further suggested that the difference in areas ob-

tained by Jaoobeon, Anderson, aad Arnold (6) was due to an instrument

artifice and not due to water taking on a bound, lattice-ordered form.

Both Jacobson, Anderson, and Arnold (6) and Balass, Bothner-By,

and Gergely (7) observed a broadening of the water signal in the presence

of DHA. For 2% DBA, Balass, Bothnsr-By, and Gergely obtained half-

amplitude line widths twice as broad as for water alone.

Balass, Bothner-By, and Gergely (7) also studied nuclear magnetic

resonance of the water proton in the presence of other maoromolecules.

Broadening of the water signal was not observed for other maoromolecules

however. This difference in behavior led to the postulate that a largo

diamagnetic anisotropy produced by the stacked planar arrangement of

purine and pyrimidinB bases in the dooxyriboso nucleic sold molecule is

responsible for the observed effect. In order to test this hypothesis,

an examination of the behavior of water protons la graphite suspensions

was made. 3ueh suspensions showed a broadening even more pronounced

than that observed in BRA solutions.

Ths observed broadening of the water signal in the presence of BRA

could be interpreted in terms of a small hydration shell. The protons
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in this shell would haw a longer correlation time than the free protons,

and consequently, they would have a auch shorter nuclear magnetic trans-

verse relaxation tine T2, Xf the rate of molecular exchange between

water in the water phase and that in the hydration shell occurs at high

frequencies compared with the Magnetic relaxation tine of the free

protons, then broadening of the line is expected, since the nuclear

spins of the protons entering the hydration shell would exchange their

energy with those of the bound protons. This mechanism would lead to

a decrease in the transverse relaxation time, T2 , the measure of the

tine during which Initially synchronous preeesslng spins get out of phase.

According to this mechanism, no change in Tp characteristic of the ax-

change of energy between the proton nuclear spins and the lattice would

occur. This Mechanism, then, would account for the observed broadening,

for the constancy of the area under the peak, and for the constancy of

T1# However, the fact that no changes were observed in the water signal

of other aaoroaolecules in the sane concentration forating similar gels

suggests that if this mechanism is responsible for the changes observed

with OKI, the hydration of m. must depend on a special mechanism. (7)

Further studies of Ma-Meter aixturee using HMR techniques were

dene by Campbell, Mahler, and Moore. (8) A line splitting of 1.67

cycles per second was observed for native DBA. This effect vanished

progressively with longer period© of eonication and also disappeared

after formaldehyde denaturation. The results were interpreted as indi-

cating the presence of an ice-like hydration shell several aolecular

layers thick.
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The MR epsctroaeter used was a Variant Modal A-60 Analytical

spectrometer. The field intensity of the applied field H,, le U,092

gauss while the rotating field frequency le aet at 60 He. The resolu-

tion of the instrument le (1 part in 10 8
) or .6 cycle/sec full line

width at half amplitude with sample spinning.

The /arlan A-60 Analytical NHR spectrometer usee the single-coil

system with a nuaber of variations. Two samples, rather than one are

used) a control aaaple of water which la a permanent part of the probe,

and an experimental sample which is inserted by the operator for obser-

vation. Both the control estuple and the experimental aaaple are excited

by a rotating magnetic field of 60 He, H
1# and by a 5 Ke modulation of

the «o field produced by modulating colls la the same region. The effects

of the 5 Eo modulation of the i^ field la to introduce a second rotating

field which, aa seen by the nuclei, Is equivalent to modulating the 60 Ms

rotating field, producing sideband components 5 Xc above and below the

60 Mo fundamental frequency. In the model A-60, the fundamental II field

intensity is adjusted to a value, which according to the Laraor equation,

will cause the nuclei to preoeaa at the upper sideboard frequency. The

fundamental % field is never adjusted for precession of the nuclei at

60 Me, hence the eyetea is said to be "tuned" to the upper sideband.

In order to achieve resonance, a d-o sweep coil, surrounding the

experimental ample only, le included In the probe. A eweep current is

paeeed through this coil to change the HQ field slowly in the region of

the experimental aaaple aerooe the value required for resonance at 60 Me

plus 5 Xc* The current amplitude in the coil is accurately calibrated
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in terns of precession frequency dleplaecasnt froa a known reference

spectral Una, Tctranethylsilane, and is accurately related to the

carriage position of a graphic recorder.

In the Model A-60, an aix-turbine saaple spinner is used to average

the effects of any snail field I.nhonogeneitiee which any exist, thereby

improving the effective eystea resolution, Saaple spanning is at the rate

of approximately 25 r.p.s.

A Parian V-6057 Variable Teaperature Systea was used with the A-60

speotroaeter. The High Teaperature systea used provides control of saaple

teaperature between H0° C and 4200° C, with teaperature regulation to

42° C at the saaple.

RXWRlHTMTAL BWCKDQW, TUB**, ARD CALCULATION

HsKhmidIHurls line widths were asasured for different water aixtures

at 25° C with the results shown in Table X. The results agreed with those

published by Balass, Bothner-2y, and Qergely. (7) The graphite and Cam

solutions had a broadening effect on the water reeomnee spectra while

the gelatin gel and salt solutions had no effect. However, the half-

aaplitude line width for 1.62 SKA was leas than obtained by Unless,

Bothner-By, and Qergely.

The relative values of the product TjT2 wore aeasured for water and

1.6* SKA at 25° C and for 1.6* SKA concentrations at higher teaperatures.

The progressive saturation aethod was used for these aeaeureaents. The

reader is referred to Andrew (9) for a detailed description of this

asthod. The aaplitude of the absorption node was asasured for different

values of the radio-frequency field under saturation conditions. In
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Table I. Relative Line Widths of Different Water Mixture*

3AMFLE RELATIVE LIME: WIDTH (a)

556 gelatin gel 1.0

2% graphite in 5S& gelatin gel 5.4

1.6* DHA 1.2

1* eodlua chloride

1051 eodiua chloride

1.0

1.0

(a) The relative line width is the ratio of the line width of the solution
to that of the solvent. The solvent was distilled water. The error in
the aeasureasnts of the relative half.-amplitude line widths was approxlaate~
ly t .1 cycles/sec.

Flats I, saturation curves are shown for water and 1*6£ OH* at 25° C. For

any horizontal line drawn on these curves,

<* ^l^Wer * (vaaxaijft) 1.6* mk 9 (i)

therefor*

<*1*2>1.6* «* _ {\^P

By drawing a horisontal line at half-aaplitude,

Xatf MIA a •79 at room

<TlT2Wt*r

In Plate II, saturation curves are shown for 1.656 Wk at 25° C, $9° C,

and 86* C respectively. Ef drawing a horisontal Une at half-aaplitude, the



FXFLANATION OF PLATE I

Intensity vs. radio-frequency field for water

and 1.6% DNA. at room temperature. (A), 1.6$
DNA; (B), Water.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE II

Intensity vs. radio-frequency field for 1.6%
DNA at three different temperatures, (a), 1.6$
DNA, 86° C; (B), 1.6£ DNA, 59° Oj (C ), 1.6£ DNA,
25° C.
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produet TjT2 uu obtained, The results are shown In Taale II.

Table II. Relative T^ Values for 1.6* DKA at 59° C and 86° C

as eocapared to TjT2 for 1,6% Da* at rooa teaperature.

further evidence that the product T^T2 does not vary appreciably

with increase la teaperature for 1.6/C Ska was obtained by aeaauring the

areas under the absorption aods at different teaperature for both "rapid

passage" and "slow passage" conditions. Under "rapid passage" conditions,

1. e., for tf Hj*« i$ the areas are independent of relaxation tines.

if

However, for "slow passage" conditions, the areas are governed by the

factor (*Hi)*TiT2» providing the condition (sH^T^^l does not hold.

If the product TjT2 varies appreciably with increase in teaperature, the

slopes of the area versus teaperature curves should vary for "slow passage"

and "rapid passage" conditions. Area Plate III, only a small change in

slope was obtained froa the area versus X curve corresponding to "slow
T

passage* and "rapid passage" conditions.

In order to test the hypothesis that a considerable fraction of the

water in a DMA solution could exist in a bound, lattice-ordered (ice-

like } form, the total area under the absorption aods was aeasured for six

different DKA concentrations ranging froa 1% to 1<#. These areas were



explahatiok or hate hi

Area under the absorption mode for 1,6(2 DNA. as
a function of 1 for both "rapid passage* and

T
"slow passage" conditions, (a), 1,61 D&A,
500 sec. sweep tlmej (B), 1,6$ DHA, 25 sec,
sweep tine.
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compared with the total area under tht absorption node for water. Total

areas wore MMUiurad over a Magnetic field width of 7*5 ailligauss. All

measurements ware aade under "slow passage" conditions. The radio-fre-

quency field H],, was reduoed to such a value that the "saturation" factor

# 2Hi2TiT2 was auch leaa than one* A planiaater waa used to measure all

±5*.

The DMA used in all nuclear aagnetlc resonance oseaureaents una

sodium salt OHA prepared from calf thyaue. The IMA wee purchased from

Sigma Cheaical Company. All DNA concentrations were prepared in a .15 M

sodium chloride plus 1% sodiua citrate solution. The DBA was dissolved

in solution at 05° C. 3saplee were stirred for 24-48 hours st 05° C by

the use of a wrist-action shaker. .Samples were then freed of dissolved

oxygen by evacuation with an aspirator. It was observed that air bubbles

in the UNA solutions caused broadening and line-splitting of the resonance

spectra at high taaperstures. All DKA concentrations were measured by

weight percentage to that of the solvent.

There wae no measured decrease in area of the absorption aode of DHA-

Water Mixtures as coapared to water. Because no area decrease was ob-

tained, the theory that a considerable fraction of the water in such a

solution is in a bound, lattice-ordered (ice-like) fora eeeae to be

disproved.

In Plate IV, figure 1, area under the absorption node of DMA-Water

mixtures coapared to the area of water is plotted versus the concentration

of OKA. The area under the absorption aode resains relatively constant

for concentrations of DMA ranging froa IS to 10* over a magnetic field



EXPLANATION OF PLATE IV

Pic. 1. Helative area of absorption mode for DHA-Water
mixtures to area for water at different DBA
concentrations*

Fig, 2. Half-widths of absorption node of BHUWater
mixtures at different UNA conoentrations.
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width of 7.5 ailligauus. The im under the absorption curve would be

expected to decrease with increasing DKA concentrations for two reason*

t

(a) DKA displaces some water and, (b) any water bound to OKA in an ice-

like font would not contribute to the observed proton resonance peak*

The lack of concentration effect on the areas of different OKA concen-

trations could possibly be attributed to protons of the OKA molecule

contributing to the area under the absorption curve over a range of 7.5

ailligaues. A decrease in area under the absorption curve with increase

in concentration of OKA was observed under "rapid passage" conditions.

However, these areas were measured over a ouch narrower magnetic Tield

width. Areas under the absorption curves for low concentrations of OKA

correspond very closely to the area for water alone under "rapid passage"

conditions.

Half-widths wars measured for different concentrations of OKA in

water. The half-widths were measured by taking the width of the absorp-

tion curve at one-half amplitude. In Hate IV, tftgure 2, half widths for

various DMA-Water concentrations are plotted versus the concentration of

OKA. Half-widths increased almost linearly with increase in concentration

for the various DKA-*ater elxtures.

The "chemical shift" was measured for different DBA-Water mixtures

ranging from 1% to 104 OKA. la all measurements of the "chemical shift",

distilled, degassed water was used as an external reference. The water

was placed in a thin cylindrical capillary tube Inside the sample to be

run. The .15 M KaCl concentration in the DMA-Water mixtures caused the

resonance signal to be displaced .4 cvol» upfiold. Studies of proton
seo

magnetic resonance in concentrated aqueous electrolytee have been discussed
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by ohoolery and Victor (10) and Hinriaon. (11 ) In both oases, NaCl shifted

the resonance pMk of water to slightly higher magnetic field positions.

In Plate ?, figure 1, the "ohemical shift" Is plotted In teres of

the frequency separation A\r, between the reference sample water, and the

signal due to water in DNA-.ater mixtures versus the concentration of DMA.

The "ohealoal shift" was obtained by measuring the peak to peak distance

between the resonance signals corresponding to water in i)RA-*ater mixtures

and that due to water alone. Due to the closeness of the resonance peaks,

the error due to base line drift was reduced. The shift is almost identi-

cal to water alone and linear with respect to concentration. Shifts are

to low magnetic field positions with respect to water.

Shearing forces were applied to different ENA-water concentrations

by the method of aonleation. The usefulness of this technique depsnds

in part on the assumption that shearing forces produce transverse cuts

not accompanied by secondary alterations in molecular structure. (12

)

If this assumption is true, aonleation should cause a lowering of molecular

weight of the CMA molecule without causing a change in the secondary

structure of the OU molecule, A Branson Instrument, Model LS-73, probe

sonlfier was used for aonleation purposes. Each sample was exposed for

approximately thirty seconds to sonication. The offset of sonication on

the half-width for various DNA-uater concentrations can be seen In Table HI.

Semination narrowed the half-amplitude line widths of the absorption spectra

corresponding to DKA-*ater mixtures.

The "chemical shift" was also measured for various concentrations

of DNA which were sonicated. In Table 17, the "chemical shift" is

shown for various DMA-Water concentrations of both sonicated and unsonicated



EXPLANATION OF FLATE V

Fig. 1. "Chemical shifts" of DKA-Water mixtures at
different DHA concentrations in a .15 M RaCl,
1% sodium citrate solution.

Fig. 2. "Chemical shift" corrections due to difference*
in volume diamognotic $u3ce|*tibility between UNA-

Water mixtures and water for different UNA con-
centrations.
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saaples. Distilled water was used a* an external reference. Jonication

decreased the peak-to-peak distance between reaonanoe signals correapond-

lng to water in EDA aixtures and that due to water In the external refer-

ence tube. Sonlcation produced the saae effect as dilution in all oases.

Table III. Line widths of Sonicated and Uasonieated Dt&Watcr
Mixtures.

COBCEKTRATIOH Of OKA USE: WIDTH (SONICATED) LIKE WIDTH (UBSOBXCATBD)
(parolee) (cycles)

{ aw ? ( IM ?

2* 1.1 1.2

631 let 1.5

10* 2,0 2.3

Table 17. "Chemical Shifts* of Sonicated and Unsonicated DBA-
Water Mixtures.

tmmtutm chbmxcal sh
Of DBA

CHEMICAL shirt chemical shirt .

(SCKCATED)U) (fnGpOATl )*a >

(cycles ) (cycles )

\ fttft. ) , V Bftlff, „).,...

U .40 .45

6: .90 1.20

10* 1.55 1.70

(a) Shifts are relative to distillnd water.

A method suggested by Reilly, McConnell, and Melsenheiaer (13) was

used to measure differences in volume dlanagnetic susceptibility of DBA-

Hater mixtures and water alone. In a coaxial tube arrangement, in the
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of rotation, the liquid in the annulus between the two gleet

gives rise to a broad resonance signal with two peaks, owing to

the fact that the field experienced by the molecules in the annulus is

not uniform. The separation of the two peaks, AH, relative to the

applied field % is given by

0% —-

•AjL • in-psfc-afc) ^ r (x2-3C
3)^J t vhere Xl , »j, and X3

are the volume diaaagnetic susceptibilities of the liquid in the inner

glass tube, the glass tube, and the annular liquid, respectively. The

radius r refers to the mean radius of the annular liquid, and a and b

are the inner and outer radii of the inner glass tube, iiy measuring the

separation between peeks, the volume diaaagnetic susceptibilities oan be

When an external reference is used in asaaurinr the "chemical shift"

.

a correction involving the difference in bulk diaaagnetic susceptibility

between the external reference and the sample must be applied* This is

necessitated by the fact that, in the cylindrieally shaped eontainere,

the actual fields experienced by individual nuclei will depend on the

magnetic polarisation near the surface.

In Plate V, Figure 2, "chemical shift" corrections due to differences

in volume diaaagnetic susceptibility between water in UNA. mixtures and

free water are shown as a function of concentration of DMA. Equation

4.6 of Fbple, Schneider, and Bernstein (H) was used in calculating

"chemical shirt" corrections from volume diaaagnetic susceptibility

values. The difference is linear with respect to concentration. When

the corrections due to diaaagnetic susceptibility are made to the
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"chemical shift" of various DMA-Water mixtures, the corrected "chemical

shifts" correspond to that of free water. The linear relationship of

bulk disjsmgnetio susceptibility versus concentration of 014 corresponds

to Weideaann's additivity law (15) for aoleoular aixtures,

x z xlp1 + X2P2 +... XqPq where x is the susceptibility of the mixture*

xn, Pn are susceptibilities and weight fractions respectively for the

bound water was not detected by the previous meseurements,

studies were then made to determine the offset of water structure on

the denaturation temperature of DMA in solution by proton resonance

techniques.

The "chemical shift" was measured for various DMA concentrations

at high teapsratures to determine the effect of denaturation of calf

thyaus SNA on the magnetic environment of the water proton. A Varian

7-6057 Variable Temperature System with a High Temperature Control was

used for this purpose* Resonance spectra were taken in the temperature

interval from 45° C to 95° C. A time Interval of approximately ten

minutes was alloted between each temperature run to allow the sample to

reach an equilibrium temperature. The CHg resonance peak of ethylene

glycol was used as an external reference for all measurements, Ethylene

glycol was placed in a thin cylindrical capillary tube inside the sample.

Due to the coaxial tube arrangement, a correction due to the difference

In bulk dlaaagnetie susceptibility between the external reference and

the sample was necessary in determining exact magnetic field positions.

The "chemical shift" was found by measuring the distance between the

resonance peak corresponding to the Cb> group of ethylene glycol and
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the resonance paak for the sample. The Ciij resonanoe peak of ethylene

glycol wi positioned at a higher aagnetie field than the reeonanM

peaks due to the water mixtures. All distances between resonanoe peaks

were measured in units of frequency. Larger frequency eeparatioM cor-

responded to lower Magnetic field positions for the proton resonance

peaks of the various water mixtures. Three separate runs were made at

each temperature interval and the distance between resonanoe peaks was

averaged for the three runs*

In Plate VI, the "chemical shift" is plotted versus temperature for

a .15 M MaCl, IS sodium citrate solution and tor water. The magnetic

resonanoe peak due to water is moved to a higher magnetic field position

in the presence of .15 M MaCl. t% sodium citrate. However the effect

of .15 M KaCl, 1* sodium citrate on the "chemical shift" of water is

less at high temperatures than at 45° C. The "ohemieal shift" is ap-

proximately linear with increase in temperature for both the .15 M BaCI,

IS sodium citrate solution and for water.

The "chemical shift" was measured ss a function of temperature for

different concentrations of DMA in a .15 M HaCl. 1$ sodium citrate solu-

tion. The results of these msmsursments for 2% DMA and 856 DMA are shown

in Hate VII. Except for the differences in bulk diamagnetlc suscepti-

bility for the various samples, the "chemical shift" of the DBA solutions

are practically identical to the .15 M MaCl. 1$ sodium oitrate solution.

The dependence of the solvent on the "chemioal shift" of DMA solu-

tions was also verified for DMA containing no salt. The "chemioal shift"

of DMA containing no salt was practically identical to that for water at

different temperatures. Mo difference in the "chemical shift" with



EXHJUIATIO* OF HATE VI

"Cheaieal shift" of a .15 M HoCl, 1£ sodium
citrate solution, and water at different
tezaperatuies. (a), water} (B)t .15 M HaCI,
1% sodium citrate.
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EXKAKATIOH OF HATE VII

"Chemical shift" of tvo different DllWnter
mixtures and a ,15 M KaCl, U> sodium citrate
solution at different temperatures. (A),

.15 M Safil, 136 sodium citrate j (B), 2% DIU,

.15 M KaCl, 1$ sodium citrate; (C) f 8* DHa,

15 M HaCl, 1% sodium citrate.*
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increase la temperature could be observed for DKA solutions which had

been previously denatured fro* saaplss which had not Imn previously

denatured.

Because of the powerful denaturing effect of concentrated solution*

of several salt* on DKA, the "chemical shift" was measured for different

concentrations of HaClO^ In d% DBA solution and In water. Concentrated

solutions of KaClO^ are known to lower the thermal demturatlon tempera-

ture of DKA at neutral pH by as ouch as 60° C. (16) The effect la

hollered to be due mainly to the CloT ion. It is believed that the CIO*<• 4
ion is not, In the usual sense, a hydrogen bond breaking agent but that

the anion exerts Its effect on DKA largely through it's Modification of

the structure of water. (16} If this is true, it could be classified

as a hydrophobic bond breaking agent.

The results of the "ehealoal shift* versus temperature measurements

for different KaClO^ solutions are shown in Hate nil. The shifts are

approximately linear with respect to molar concentration up to 4.1 M

KaClO^. Above 4.1 M KaClO^, the concentration dependence of the shift

because Markedly saaller. Shifts are to high aagnetlo field positions

in ths presence of HaClC^ which would correspond to a "more disordered"

water structure. Ths KaClG^ solutions exert practically as ouch effect

on the "ehealoal shift" of a water solution at high temperatures as at

low temperatures. The "chemical shift* for different concentrations of

KeClO^ in 6^ DKA solution behave identically to the "chemical shift" for

ths different KaClQ^ concentrations alone. The results of these measure*

msnts can be seen in Plate IX. The resonances for different KaClC^

concentrations in DKA solutions are displaced slightly to lower magnetle



1XHANATI0N OF PLATE VIII

"Chemical shift" of various HaCIO/ t_
at different temperatures, (a), IS sodium citrate;

, .97 M NaClO/, 1' sodium citrate; (C), 2.7 M
NaUlG, , \% sodium citrate; (D), 4.1 M NaClO/, T&
aodiJt citrate; (E), 5.2 M NaClO^, l£ sodium citrate,
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EHUUttTICW OF RATE II

Chemical shift" of various RefilO/ concentrations
In 6/J to&k solution at different tejaperaturea.
(A), 6* m, 1% sodium citrate; (B)

t 6* W\,
.97 M toClO/, UK sodium citrate; (G), b% Wk
2.7 M HsClO/, 1# sodium citrate; (d), 6£ I2N/1UM KaClOy, 1% sodium citrate, 1* sodium
citrate; {$), b% UNA, 5.2 A HaClO^, 1# sodiua
citrate.
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field position* due to the difference in bulk diaragnetio susceptibility

between the BHA eolution and the salt solution.

"Chemical shifts" were also Measured for different concentrations

of NnClO^ with a 2.9 M NaCl concentration added. In Plato X the results

of these aeasureasnts are shown. At low temperatures, resonance peaks

are displaced to higher Magnetic field positions due to the presence of

laCl while at high temperatures, resonance peaks are displaced to lower

field positions.

It is believed that the chloride anion has no narked structure break-

ing effect. (17} The effect of anion hydration on the structure of

water is the subject of sons debate. Both Brady (IB) and Hindaan (11)

interpret their results to indicate that the anions are not bydratod in

the sane sense as cations. The negative ions hare a larger effect on

the proton rasomnsc than the positive ions. The explanation is believed

to be in the fact that the proton in a hydration shell around a negative

ion is near the negative ion and is directly influenced by it, while

in the hydration shell around a positive ion the field the proton ex-

periences is screened by the electron pair of the oxygen. (10) Helative

aolar shifts of the proton resonance for different ions were calculated

by Sehoclery and Alder. (10) They obtained values of 5 s -.85 for CIO4-,

£ * -.57 for Ha+, and 8m -.01 for Cl~, where % is defined as

C - ^° * B
S««ple) 7

O - m X 10
7

.

V
Half-widths were approximately the sane for all concentrations of

KaC104 in 62 EKA. Half-widths of the resonance spsotra decreased regularly

fron 10° C to 40° C and reaained at a constant value froa 40° C to 85° C.



EXFLARATIOH OF PUTS X

"Chwdoal shift1
* of various SsCIOj concentrations

In 2.9 M MaCl at different temperature*.
(/.), 2.9 M HaCl| (a), 2.9 M HaCI, ,93 M HbCIOji
<0 ), 2.9 M SaCl, 2.56 M KeCIO, j <D), 2.9 M »2l,
3.84 M MaClO^i U), 2.9 * £&, 4.96 M IsClO*.
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Ho correlation could bo mads between the half-widths of the water roton j

resonance spectra and the "structure temperaturs" of water in DBA sodium

perohlorate solutions.

In order to determine a relationship between the modification of the

water structure due to NaClO^ and the denaturation temperatures of OHA in

the presence of concentrated solutions of NsClO^, ultraviolet absorption

msasurensnts on UNA solutions with different concentrations of MsClO^ and

MaCl were made.

Absorbance msmsureaente were made at 260 au with a Z eiss spectro-

photometer, Model MJ II, with a Haake attachment for thermostatic control of

the temperature in the block in which the cuvettes vers housed. Glass*

stoppered 3.0 ml silica cuvettes with a light path of 1 cm were used.

Absorbance measurements were made at 2° C intervals with 10 minutes being

allotted at each temperature to allow for the establishment of thermal

ecumorium. The SNA used was at a concentration of approximately

The temperature, T^, at which denaturation npsasnees for different

DMA solutions and the temperature, T^dt at which the increase in optical

density is 50* of it's maximum value obtained upon denaturation, were

measured for the WA solutions in the presence of electrolytes. The

results of these measurements can be seen in Table V. Large ooneentra-

tione of NaClO^ tended to lower the denaturation temperatures of DMA

solutions considerably. Largs sodium concentrations were used to de-

crease electrostatic repulsions between Imperfectly shielded phosphate

groups so that denaturation temperatures would not be dependent upon the

electrostatic shielding of the phosphate groups.
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Table V. Initial Denaturutioa Teaperaturee and Tberaal Denaturation
Teaperaturee of DKS. Solutions for Different Concentrations
of 8aC104 and feCl.

COICENTRATIOI . M I

ii dka sapriois h
(°C)Mi*

.15 M KaCl 78.0 86.3

•15 M KaCl
.97 M HaClO^ 80.0 87,0

•15 M KaCl
2.70 M HaClO^ 72.0 78.8

.15 M feCl
4.10 M HaC104 64.0 73.0

.15 M KaCl
5.20 M feClO, 52.0 63.3

1 HfeCl 85.5 96.0

lMfeCl
.96 H feClO^ 84.0 88.8

1 M feCl
2.67 M HaC104 72,0 80.3

IK feCl
4.00 M feClO^ 63.0 71.7

1 HfeCl
5.15 M KaCJ04 52.0 62.2

2.9 M NaCl 86.0 95.0

2.9 HfeCl
.93 M feC104 78.0 87.2

2.9 M feCl
2.56 M HaClO^ 67.0 76.0

2.9 MfeCl
3.84 M feClQ^ 58.0 68.7

2.9 M feCl
4.96 M feClC^ 50.0 60.0

4.5 M KaCl 81.0 86.7

.88 M feClOx Tj&jO 85.0
(a ) The solvent used wae .015 M aodlua citrate.
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ultraviolet absorption imumnmnU wire also made on 6* DMA solu-

tions using a brass coll consisting of quarts windows separated by foil of

thickness 1 nil. DKA una Inserted In the space between the two quarts

windows of thickness 1 all. Optical density values of 1 were obtained by

using a foil of this thickness* Increases in optical density of approxim-

ately 50* were observed in toe temperature interval from 38° C to 55° C.

In all cases, the increase in optical density occurred at a much lower

temperature for the highly concentrated SNA solutions than for the acre

dilute DBA solutions.

Because of the different kinds of effects of anions and cations on

the structure of water, (10. 11) the shift of HaClO^ was separated into

relative solar shifts due to the eodiua and perchlorate ions respectively.

Values calculated by Sehoolery and Alder (10). which are In agreement with

those of Hlndnan (11). were used in evaluating relative solar shifts. The

calculated shift of the CiO^"* ion was found to be 60* of the shift for

sodiua perehlorate. Because of the small change In "cheaieal shift" of

RaClO^ with respect to water at different temperatures, the shift due to

the CIO ~ ion was assuasd to be Independent of temperature. The effect of

the 210/* ion on the chemical shift" versus teaperaturo curves for dif-

ferent IlaClC^ concentrations can be seen in flats XI.

By Identifying the "chemical shifts'* due to the Clty~ ion correspond-

ing to the initial denaturation temperatures of the highest HaClO^ concen-

trations in DMA at constant KaCl concentrations, teaperatures where otuer

concentrations of KaClO^ have the sane "cheaieal shift" can be found by

drawing a horizontal lino corresponding to a find value of "chemical

shift" through the "chemical shift'' versus temperature curves.



EXKAIUTIOH OF KA1B XI

"Chemical shift" due to the CIO,"* loll for various
NaClO^ concentrations as a function of temperature.
(A), 1* sodium citrate; IB), .97 M HoClO,, 158 sodiua
citrate; (G), 2.7 M MaCIO/, H sodiua citrate; (D),
4.1 M JfaCIO,, li sodium citrate; (E), 5.2 M KaC"

136 sodium dirt. to.
>
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and Fault (19) suggested that water has a broken-down ioe etrueture which

•till maintains aoet of the hydrogen bonds and that a gradual decrease in

hydrogen bonding oorreeponds to increased temperature. Osing thia concept,

a constant "ohemleel shift", due to the CIQ^" ion, would correspond to a

oonstant water "structure tenperature"*

The oeasured temperature* corresponding to a constant "chemical

shift** due to the ClO^" ion and the initial denaturetion teaperatures of

DHA for different HaC104 and NaCl concentrations are shown in Rate XII,

Figures 1 and a, and Plate XIII* i?or high sodium concentrations, there

was a close relationship between the initial daoaturatica teaperatures of

DSA in different BaClO^ solutions and a constant "chemical shift" due to

the CIO4* ion. The difference in electrostatic shielding of the phosphate

groups should be most pronounced for low oonoentratioas of HaClQ^ and HaCl.

This probably explains the lack of correlation between constant "chemical

shifts" due to the CIO/" ion and initial demturation temperaturee for the

.15 M MaCl solutions at low MaClO^ concentrations*

Relationships between thermal denatur&tion temperatures of Wk In

different HaClO^ solutions and constant "chemical shifts" due to the

CIO," ion were obtained also* However in most eases, initial denaturatien

temperatures fitted constant "ohemieal shift" values slightly better than

thermal denaturatien temperatures*

Bo correlation between initial denaturatien temperatures of DRA in

the presence of electrolytes end constant "chemical shifts" due to both

the Ka+ ion and the C10^~ ion could be obtained* The observation is in

agreement with Hindman'e results on the sodium and pereblorate ioasj the

chemioal shift of the sodium ion is predominantly due to hydration while



EXHJVNATIGH OF HATE XII

Tig, 1. Initial denaturaticn temperatures of DRA
and constant "chemical «hift" teaperaturca
duo to the ClO^*" ion for different HaC10

H
eoncentrutinne in & .15 M HaCl solution.

® f initial denaturation temperatures of
DMA; © , constant "chemical shift"
temperatures.

Tig. 2. Initial denaturation temperaturea of DMA
and cortetant "chemical 3hiftn temperatures
due to the CIO4- ion for different HaCIO/
concentrations in a 1 M HaCl solution.

© , initial denaturation temperatures of
DHAj ®, constant '^heaical shift" temperatures.
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Mxitmnm or hate ziii

Iidtial danaturatioa toaperaturss of BRA and
constant "chemical shift* taapsrattunss due to
the CIO,"" ion for different UaClO/ ooncentratloas
In a 2.9 M BeCl solution.

g initial denaturaticn temperatures of DR/Vj

$ , constant "ehooiasl shift" teaparatures.
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the "chemical shift" of the perehlorate ion is predominantly due to what

Hindaan calls the "structure factor8 effect.

In order to determine the effect of CfcO on denaturation temperatures

of DHA in the presence of electrolytes, ultraviolet absorption measurements

of SKA were made for various concentrations of ftaClO^ in a 1 H 8aCl,

.015 M sodium citrate, 90* ftjO solutions. Previous studies of bacterial

DMA denaturation in 1^0, HgO-DgO, and I>jO citrate-saline solutions hare

indicated no difference in the thermal denaturation temperature of VRk

in EfcO solutions as coopered to flgO solutions. (20)

In Table VI are shown comparisons of initial denaturation tempera-

tures and thermal denaturation temperatures for different NaClO^ concentra-

tions of DKA in 1 H MnCI, .015 M sodium citrate, 90£ DgO and 1 A HaCI,

•015 M sodium citrate, ifeO solutions. Both, initial denaturation

Table ?I. Initial Denaturation Temperatures and Thermal Denaturatiso

Temperatures of OKA Solutions for Different Concentrations

of IfaClO^ and HaCI in Two Different Solvents.

COKCENTRATIjH OF MaClO/ AND

HaCI in UNA SOLUTIORS
(.;'

90*Ife0
(Solvent)

<°C)

85.0

n2h
(Solvent)

n?)

85.0

90H2O
(solvent) (Solvent)1^ twmmmm (°c)

lMHaCl 92.8 92.0

1M NaCl
.96 M KaC104

82.0 84.0 89.0 88.8

1 H KaCl
2.67 H RaC104

70.0 72.0 78.8 80.3

1 H HaCI
A.00 M BaClO^ 62.0 63.0 72.7 71.7

lNNaCl
5.15 M NaClO^ 52,0 52.0 63.0 62.2



tsmpcraturea and thermal denaturation temperatures were practically

identical for l&a in the two different solvent*.

In determining the effect of the 90* D&O solution on the proton

Magnetic resonance signal, "ohemlcal shifts* wore aeasured at different

temperatures for a 90* £&0, .015 M sodium citrate solution* A comparison

of the Measurements with the shifts for ,015 M sodium citrate is shown

in Plate XIV. Small shifts upfield were observed for 90* EfeO solutions

as compared to H2O. At 37° C, the shift upfisld was 3 SXS&M. » vhils at

85° C, the shift was 4.5 jSBB2& uith *o»pect to water, tiy using the Method

suggested by Reilly, rteComnell, and Melssnhelmer (13) for Measuring dif-

ferences in volume diaaagnetic susceptibility for 90$ 1^0 and IfeO, a cor-

rection of 2.5 ovele due to the difference in susceptibility of the two
see

solvents was obtained at 37° C. The corrected "chemical shift" of 90*

EfeO, .015 M sodium citrate therefore obtained was .5 cycle (corresponding

to AT s 1 ) upfield with respect to water at 37° C. Proton magnetic

resonance shifts in ftjO - DgO mixtures have been studied previously. (21)

Proton Magnetic resonance shifts linear with respect to deuterium nowmi

tration were obtained in these studies.

Chemical shifts were Measured for different iiaClO^ concentrations

in a 1 M KaCl, .015 M sodium citrate, 90* IfeO solution at several

temperatures. The results of these mssjureneats ere shown in Plate Z7«

The concentration dependence of the shift becomes smaller for NaClO^

concentrations above .96 M.

The method outlined previously was used in comparing initial

tion temperatures of DHA in 90* EfeO solutions for different SaClQ^

trations with the shift due to the City"" ion in a 90* 1^0 solution. In



B1HJUJATIQH OF HATE XI?

"Chaaical ehiTt* of 90# D^O * 10$ KgO and 100$
H2O at different t#raj*raturea.

(a), 1005 ii^O: CO, 90* Bfeft - U$ i^o.
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tmmiio* op pute xv

' CbfcSiCfcl «hitt* Of VATiollft M*C10Z
la 90* DaD, 1 K KaCl at diff«-«at*U.
U), vo* aao, 1 a «*cij (&}, 90* ©*>. i « *qci»
.96 K B.CIO41 (C), 90* DaP, 1 M IfcCl, 2.67 K irflO/,
U), 9W £aP, 1 K J»»C1, 5.15 » SuClOz,
(o), 90* 0^0, i m m»cx, 4 « Jfccio*.
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Hate XVI, initial denaturation temperatures and temperatures correspond-

ing to a constant "chemical shift" for the ClO^' ion are shown at dif-

ferent concentrations of NaClOi • Close relationships war* again obtained

between the initial denaturation temperatures of DM and constant shift

values for different Clo/" concentrations in the 90% L&G solution.

CONCLUSIONS

I, Effects of the DKA molecule on water.

The results of area measurements obtained from proton magnetic

resonance studies of water in DMA mixtures indicate that nearly all the

water protons in DNA mixtures contribute to the IB4R signal. Under these

conditions, only a small fraction of the water in such a aolution exists

in a bound, lattice-ordered form. From self-diffusion studies of water

in DKA, Wang (22) calculated that .35 grams of water per gram of dry sodium

desoxyribonuoleate is considered to be hydrated. Due to the ±5$ un-

certainty in area measurements, a decrease in area of the magnitude

associated with hydrated water could not have been distinguished in the

present experiments.

Line broadening of water in DMA mixtures is probably due to either

proton exchange between water and protons of DKA or exchange between

free and bound water protons. In both eases, half-widths should increase

as a function of DKA concentration. This was observed in the present ex-

periments. Spin exchange between protons causes a decrease in T2 , the

spin-spin relaxation time. Balaas, Bothner-Dy, and Cargely (7) measured

no appreciable difference in Tj_ for water in DKA mixtures as compared to

T^ for water. By assuming Tj, constant for 1.6$ DKA and for water, the

decrease in the product T1T2 observed for 1.6$ DKA must be due to a



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVI

Initial denaturation temperatures of DBA and
constant "chemical shift" temperatures due to the
CIO/" ion for different NaClO/ concentrations in
e 90> D2p f 1 M HaCl soluUon.

, initial denaturation temperatures of BHAj

<x) , constant "chemical shift" temperatures.
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in T2 . Thie eomtradiota the theory that long-*ange lnhomogeneltlee

dwtothi magnetic anisotrojy of the DRA molecules produce a broadening

of the HWR signal bemuse under thoee conditions, T2 eould reamin the

sane for water in DBA mixtures ae oonpared to water alone.

One night expect the r-electrone contained in parallel layers of

the purine and pyriaidine bases to influence the magnetic environment

of water in DHA mixtures, but since no change is observed in the corrected

"chemical shifts* of MU-Wmter mixtures as compared to water at different

temperatures, the ir -electrons sea* to hare little or no effect on water

enwmv m^e^m» ne^Pe, ^#» ^s ana ma»» i^^s*» **^p •** w\a* s^ w»»*p**^

The email doorooio in line width of sonicated SHA samples would seem

to denote a decrease in viscosity due to lower molecular weights* However,

previous studies of denaturation of DMA by shearing foroee (12} indicate

that highly concentrated D&A. solutions afford each other mutual protection

against degradation by shear forces and that sonloation should have little

or no effect on highly concentrated solutions.

II. The Influence of water on denaturation of DBA,

The close relationship obtained between initial denaturation

turea of USA in NaClO^ solutions and the "chemical shift" due to the ClO^"

ion indicate that initial denaturation temperatures of OKA depend on the

amount and kind of ordering of the water structure in DKA solutions* If

one considers the effect of both the Ha+ ion and th» CIQ^" ion on the

"chemical shift" due to KaClO^, no such relationship can be obtained.

This may be due to cations and anions affecting water structure differently,

Hamaguchi and Qelduechsk (16) observed only minor differences in affect



of the entione Li*, Mb
4
", and K* on helix etability. Among the anions,

on the other hand, great variaUona of denaturing power are observed,

ear-infrared etudiea of the etruoture of water In ionic solution* indioate

that the perchlorate ion has a vary large order-destroying effect on

water cluster* while the amount of anion hydration and of ion-pair forum-

tion is not vry large. (17)

The substitution of large quantities of %0 by DgO in SKA solutions

further supported the hypothesis that the ordering of the water structure

has an effect on initial denaturation temperatures of DKa. Reports on the

biological effects of heavy water indicate that processes involved in ©ell

divieion are aarkedly affected by substitution of ifeO by IfeO. It has been

suggested that this effect of IJjO nay be due to changes in the strength

of hydrogen bonds involved in helix-coil transitions of proteins and nucleic

acids. (23) If the strength of hydrogen bonds involved in the helix-coil

transition for DKA are changed on substitution of 1^0 by DfcO, then one

would expect a change in the thermal denaturation temperature of DHA solu-

tions, provided intramolecular hydrogen bonds between base pairs provide

a large fraction of the energy required for DKA helix stabilisation. How-

ever no change in there*! denaturation temperatures of DHA in 1^0 solutions

have been observed in the ^accent experiments or in previous studies. (20)

The possibility arises that IfeO substitution for HjO might influence the

etrength of hydrogen bonds involved in helix-coll transition* for proteins

and DKA differently. If the strength of hydrogen bonds involved in the

helix-coil transition of SKA is changed very little by substitution of

H2 by D^O, then one could not discount the effect of intramolecular hydrogen

bonds between base pairs as providing s fraction of the energy required
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for stabilisation of the DBA helix.

Present studies have provided e^riaental evidence tint hydrophobic

foroee supply » !***• fraction of ths energy required for helix stabilise*,

tion of 0HA in aqueous solutions, However for a aoro concise analysis of

hydrophobic bonding and It's effect on the stabilisation of tho 2KA helix,

the structure of water and the effects of electrolytes on water structure

at different temperatures oust be studied acre thoroughly.
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The effect* of DNA on aqueous solution* has been studied. Proton

magnetic resonance techniques were used for these measurements. Proa the

results of area asasuremeutaj no hydrated water (water bound to DKA) nor

ice-like structures of water in DNA could be detected. Cue to a 5$ un-

certainty in area aeasureraents, a 5% decrease in the number of water

protons contributing to the absorption curve could not have been detected.

No effect due to the dianagnetio anisotropy produced by the •tacked planar

arrangement of purine and pyriraidine bases in DNA could be seen.

Proton aagnetic resonance studies of electrolyte solutions wore Bade

at different temperatures. Because of the structure breaking ability of

the ClO^" ion on water, chemical shifts due to the perchlorate ion in

NaClO^ solutions were compared with initial denaturation temperatures of

DNA in the sans solutions. For high sodium concentrations, a close re-

lationship was obtained between constant "chemical shifts" due to the

CIO/" ion and initial denaturation temperatures of DNA in sodium per-

chlorate solutions. The relationship also held for NaCIO, concentrations

in a 90£ DgO - 102 H2O solution. On the basis of these experiments, the

following proposal can be set forth and discussed} due to the CIO/ ion

having the same effect on water temperature as an increase in water temp-

erature, "water structure temperature" has a large effect on temperatures

at which DNA denatures. In thi3 case, hydrophobic forces oust provide a

large fraction of the stabilization energy required for the double-

helical structure of DNA. To further enhance the study of the effects

of water structure on stabilisation of the double-helical form of DNA,

the effects of electrolytes on water structure at different temperatures

most be studied more thoroughly.


